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armor type

Light Leather - Strain 1
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powers, talents, and specializations
Racial Features
Dark Sight - sight of 20 yards in darkness w/o light source
Languages - Elven & Common, Orc, Read and speak.
Mage Features
Spell Blast - You can cast a spell after hitting a foe with an arcane blast. This is a stunt that costs 3 stunt points, and the spell you cast cannot have a magic
point cost greater than 3. A casting roll is required as usual. For more information about stunts, see the Stunts portion of this module.
Big Blast - The range of your Arcane Blast attack becomes 24 yards.
Power Blast: You can increase the damage of an Arcane Blast attack by 1d6 by spending 2 magic points. You must spend the MPs before making the
attack roll, and you cannot do this more than once per attack.
Spell Stunt Bonuses
Choose one spell stunt (Lethal Spell for 4 instead of 5) you can perform for 1 SP when casting Fire Arcana spells.
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✔

Historical Lore, Fire Arcana, Healing Arcana, Arcane
Lore, Healing

perception

✔

strength

Talent
Linguistics
Novice - You learn an additional language from the following list: Elf, Dwarf, Gnome, Halfling, Human, Orc.
Alchemy
Novice - You know the basics of alchemy. You can make blast vials and thunder vials.
Journeyman - You are at home in a laboratory. You can make fire vials and ice vials.
Specialization
Elementalist
Novice - You gain a +2 bonus when resisting spells from your favored arcana.
Journeyman - Your knowledge of your element is deep. When casting spells of your favored arcana, their cost in magic points is reduced by 1, to a minimum
of 1.
Master - You understand the ties between elemental forces. You can choose a second favored arcana from the list. (Lightning Arcana)
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weapon groups & notes

Bows, Brawling, Staves
damage

short range

1d6+5

spells
Fire Arcana, Master, CASTING ROLL = 3d6+5+2
Arcane Lantern - Utility, Mp2 (per hour), Major Action, TN 8, Test None, You illuminate the area around you with a steady
light similar to that of a lantern. The spell illuminates a 10 yard radius centered on you. Arcane lantern lasts for one hour,
but can be extended for 2 MP per additional hour.
Flame Blast - Attack, MP 4, Major Action, TN 12, Test Dex (Acrobatics vs. Spellpower, Gouts of blazing fire erupt from your
outstretched hands or arcane device, burning nearby targets. The flame blast is 8 yards long and 2 yards wide. Anyone hit
by the blast takes 2d6+1 damage. Targets that make a successful Dexterity (Acrobatics) test vs. your Spellpower only take
1d6+1 damage.
Burning Shield - Defense, MP 6, Major Action, TN 12, Test None, You surround yourself with an aura of fire. Any adjacent
enemy that makes a melee attack against you takes 2 penetrating damage. Burning shield lasts for a number of minutes
equal to your Willpower.
Firestorm - Attack, MP 11, Major Action, TN 15, Test Dex (Acrobatics) vs. Spellpower, You create an explosive firestorm
with a 4-yard radius anywhere within 50 yards of you. Anyone caught in the area takes 3d6+Willpower damage and may be
knocked prone. Those who make a successful Dexterity (Acrobatics) test vs. your Spellpower remain standing.

Healing Arcana, Master, CASTING ROLL = 3d6+5+2
Revival - Utility, MP 5, Major Action, TN 14, Test None, Your touch helps restore the grievously wounded or fallen. A dying
character adjacent to you immediately regains 10 + their Constitution + your Willpower in Health. Since dying characters
cannot take actions, you cannot cast this spell on yourself.
Healing Touch - Utility, MP 1-3, Major Action, TN 10, Test None, Your touch seals wounds and restores vigor to one
wounded target. You can choose to spend up to 3 MPs when you cast the spell. For each MP spent, the target gets back
1d6 Health. You can cast this on yourself.
Healing Aura - Utility, MP 3-9, Major Action, TN 15, Test None, Waves of healing energy radiate from you and aid your
nearby allies. You can pick a number of targets up to twice your Willpower, all of whom must be within 10 yards of you. All

long range

24 yards

mp
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17

spellpower

equipment and money
Arcane Device - Holy Symbol on neck chain
Backpack
Travelers Garb
Waterskin
Copper Silver - 97
Gold -

reload time
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